The CMDs/TRGB (Color-Magnitude Diagrams/Tip of the Red Giant Branch) section of the Extragalactic Distance Database contains a compilation of observations of nearby galaxies from the Hubble Space Telescope. Approximately 250 (and increasing) galaxies in the Local Volume have CMDs and the stellar photometry tables used to produce them available through the web. Various stellar populations that make up a galaxy are visible in the CMDs, but our primary purpose for collecting and analyzing these galaxy images is to measure the TRGB in each. We can estimate the distance to a galaxy by using stars at the TRGB as standard candles. In this paper we describe the process of constructing the CMDs and make the results available to the public.
INTRODUCTION
One of the most productive means of measuring distances to nearby galaxies over the last 10-15 years has been to use stars at the Tip of the Red Giant Branch (TRGB) as standard candles. As the name implies, this technique requires accurate photometry of RGB stars in other galaxies, and the facility most suited to this purpose is the Hubble Space Telescope (HST). We have compiled HST observations of ∼250 (and counting) nearby galaxies. These observations include imaging in two colors for each galaxy, and we present the resulting ColorMagnitude Diagrams (CMD) as part of the Extragalactic Distance Database 1 (Tully et al. 2009 ). The CMDs/TRGB index page of the database lists each galaxy's PGC/LEDA number (Principal Galaxy Catalog/Lyon Meudon Extragalactic Database), common name, HST observing program number, and camera used. Each entry is indexed by its PGC/LEDA number rather than its common name in order to prevent a single galaxy from being listed twice in the database. The PGC/LEDA number and common name fields both serve as links to more detailed information about the galaxy. Each galaxy's CMD webpage is accessible by clicking its common name, while clicking the PGC/LEDA number sends one to a DSS2 image of the galaxy provided by HyperLEDA 2 (Paturel et al. 2003 ). Though our primary purpose for producing these CMDs is to measure the apparent magnitude of each galaxy's TRGB, there is a great deal of information about stellar populations that can be gleaned from the figures and photometry tables from which they are derived. For example, a galaxy's metal abundance can be estimated by the color of the RGB (Da Costa & Armandroff 1990; Lee et al. 1993) . Some of the HST observing programs from which we present our reductions were designed specifically for the purpose of measuring the TRGB in many galaxies, others came from case studies of a single galaxy, and we include observations from these and various other programs that happened to include observations in filters appropriate for locating the TRGB. The CMD database consists of as large a sample as available of galaxies within ∼10 Mpc, each analyzed in a consistent manner.
DATA
The CMDs are produced by performing photometry on HST images taken with either the Wide Field-Planetary Camera 2 (WFPC2) or the Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS). The HST flight filter most appropriate for locating the TRGB is F 814W , which can be described as 'wide I.' In order to discriminate between the RGB and other star types we require observations in another filter. Either of the V -equivalent filters: F 606W and F 555W most commonly serve this purpose, but it is possible to use one of the B-like filters such as F 475W as well. All of the images used to produce CMDs are available to the public through the HST Archive. 
CMDS/TRGB CATALOG
In addition to the general identification, linking, and observational information provided for each galaxy in the CMDs/TRGB Catalog, a subset of the galaxy entries contain data related to and including a TRGB distance measurement. The eventual goal is to publish this information for each galaxy in the catalog. An extraction of the catalog with currently available data for 97 galaxies is given in Table 1 . The bulk of the columns in the catalog contain TRGB magnitude and color information. The first three columns of data list our best estimate of the F 814W magnitude of the TRGB, followed by low and high values representing the bounds of the 68% confidence interval. These magnitudes are followed by a measurement of the color of the TRGB in the HST flight filters, again with a best, low, and high value reported. In order to facilitate comparison to other datasets we also convert these values to Johnson-Cousins V and I, using the prescriptions from Dolphin (2000a) and Holtzman et al. (1995) for WFPC2, and Sirianni et al. (2005) for ACS. Next, we present an estimate of the foreground extinction based on the dust maps of Schlegel et al. (1998) , and use this in our calculations of each galaxy's distance modulus, which we list after the extinction values along with their confidence bounds.
FOOTPRINT IMAGES
The individual galaxy webpages linked from the catalog page each display the footprint of the HST observations used in our analysis. These images were obtained through the Hubble Legacy Archive. 4 We present them in order to put the observations into context. Where there are multiple observations of galaxies of large angular extent we prefer those located towards the edge of the galaxy as seen in the footprint image (taken from Digitized Sky Survey-2), since it is such regions where low-metallicity RGB stars most suitable for TRGB measurements are common and crowding is less of a problem than towards the core. Many galaxies in the sample have a small angular size that fits well within the field-of-view of ACS or WFPC2, and as such no attempt can be made to focus on the halo stars. See for example NGC4163 and IC4662 in Figure 1 . The footprints of the observations used in our analysis are highlighted in yellow. The red boxes represent the footprints of other ACS observations in the field. Footprints of observations other than those used for the production of the galaxy's CMD often appear in these images, but those that are used are always highlighted in yellow. In order to reduce the clutter caused by the necessity of showing these unused observations we only show the footprints of one instrument on each image. So each CMD used with ACS data has one corresponding yellow ACS footprint, and any other ACS observations that happen to fall on the footprint image are shown in red, but no WFPC2 footprints are shown. The situation is similar for galaxies observed with WFPC2, except that non-used WFPC2 observations are shown in blue, and the ACS footprints are turned off. Each image in the database is set to a consistent zoom level corresponding to a field of view of 24 × 24 .
OBSERVATION IMAGES
For a subset of galaxies in the database we combine the two-filter observations into psuedo-color images in order provide a sense of the galaxies appearance (we plan to eventually post these images for every galaxy in the catalog). We denote these images at pseudo-color because we lack three channel color information and map the shorter wavelength filter (typically F 606W ) to the blue channel and the F 814W image to the red channel. For the green channel we take an average of the two filters. The drizzled ACS images are suitable for this process, while WFPC2 images require additional processing. We use the 'hstmosaic' routine that is part of the HSTPHOT photometry package from Dolphin (2000b) to align WFPC2's chips, and clean the image. Figure  2 shows the results for ACS observations of NGC4163 and IC4662. These galaxies were chosen in part for their differences in stellar populations even though both have a prominent RGB, which will be evident in their CMDs shown below. There are regions suggestive of active star formation in the image of IC4662 that are not apparent in NGC4163. Inspection of the images allows one to identify regions dominated by old, intermediate, and ongoing star formation. There is no rigor to the detailed color mapping.
ANALYSIS
We perform photometry on the WFPC2 images using the HSTPHOT (Dolphin 2000b ) software package, which was developed specifically for observations of resolved stellar populations using this instrument. Dolphin expanded HSTPHOT into a more general photometry software program called DOLPHOT.
5 This release includes an ACS module, and we use this package for analysis of images taken with ACS. Each CMD webpage in the database contains a link to the photometry file output from HSTPHOT or DOLPHOT. These tables hold information about the measurement of a single star per row. There are, among others, columns that describe a star's position on the image, and its apparent magnitude in both flight and ground-based filters, as well as several characterizations of the quality of the measurement. If there are several images per filter available then these values are displayed for each individual image as well as in combination. Hence it is not uncommon for the photometry table to contain more than fifty columns. Though the output is quite complex it breaks into simple sections that are described in detail in the HSTPHOT and DOLPHOT manuals. The column definitions vary between HSTPHOT (for WFPC2) and DOLPHOT (for ACS), so it is important to refer to the correct manual when interpreting the photometry files. To facilitate this we list which camera was used in the observations on the CMDs/TRGB catalog page.
The full photometry files are available through the CMD webpage, but we do not plot every star in those files on their respective CMDs. We use a set of the data quality parameters to reject some measurements as unreliable. Each measurement has a χ value, Sharpness parameter, Object Type, and PSF parameter assigned to it. In order for the measurement to be accepted we require that it fall in the range of values recommended in the manuals, as well as have a Signal-to-Noise ratio: S/N ≥ 5. Each star measurement that passes all these tests is plotted on the CMD shown on each galaxy's webpage. Figure 3 shows example CMDs from ACS observations of NGC4163 and IC4662 in the F 814W and F 606W filters. The most prominent feature on the CMDs of these galaxies (and of most other galaxies in the database) is the RGB, seen here as solid wedges due to the high density of points. Other populations visible include the Main Sequence and Blue Loop stars that together form a vertical band seen between about −0.4 < F 606W − F 814W < +0.4. Above and redward of the TRGB are the Asymptotic Giant Branch stars, which are centered at about F 814W = 23 and F 606W − F 814W = +1.3 for NGC4163 and F 814W = 22.6 and F 606W − F 814W = +1.5 for IC4662. Each of these regions of the CMD hold a wealth of information about the stellar content and history of the galaxies, but here we focus our attention on the RGB and its tip, which we denote with broken horizontal lines at F 814W = 23.33 for NGC4163 and F 814W = 23.07 for IC4662. Note that although the stars that make up NGC4163 and IC4662 are clearly different in metallicity and likely age as well, the TRGB is prominent in both.
COLOR-MAGNITUDE DIAGRAMS

TRGB DISTANCES
Red Giant stars burn hydrogen in shells around a degenerate helium core that has a temperature independent equation of state. While a star is in this phase the mass and temperature of the core continuously increase until the temperature reaches about 10 8 K, at which point triple-α helium burning ignites and sends the star off the RGB to the Horizontal Branch. The helium falling on the core from the outer shell drives this increase in temperature, and hence the degeneracy is broken when the core mass crosses the threshold for helium burning. This mass threshold, therefore, determines an upper limit to the luminosity of Red Giants. The flux from these stars is least sensitive to age and metallicity in I-band (Rizzi et al. 2007 ), thus our requirement that galaxies be observed in F 814W .
Early attempts to use the TRGB as a distance indicator simply used by-eye estimates to measure its apparent magnitude. Over the years TRGB measurement methods have become more sophisticated and reproducible (e.g. Lee et al. 1993; Mendez et al. 2002; Makarov et al. 2006; Mager et al. 2008 ). We employ a program called TRGBTOOL that uses a maximum-likelihood method described by Makarov et al. (2006) . This program fits a power-law with a step to an unbinned histogram of the number of stars versus magnitude. This is done because, as seen in Figure 3 (and indicated by a broken horizontal line), the TRGB appears as a discontinuity in the density of stars at a particular magnitude, decreasing from the tip location to slightly brighter magnitudes. This method also incorporates the results of artificial star tests performed on the HST images using HSTPHOT or DOLPHOT. This fake photometry is used to account for how completeness, crowding, and color-spreading affect the reliability of the tip measurement. Figure 4 shows the histograms (blue) and fits (cyan and magenta) to the CMDs of NGC4163 and IC4662 taken from a screenshot of TRGBTOOL's interface. The green curve shows the first derivative of the histogram of the stellar luminosity function. The magenta curve is the model luminosity function convolved with photometric errors and incompleteness. We take the location of the discontinuity in the cyan intrinsic luminosity function as the magnitude of the TRGB. For the galaxy NGC4163 the case for the TRGB to be located at F 814W = 23.33 ± 0.02 is clear. The best fit power-law discontinuity falls very close to the steepest part of the rise in the stellar luminosity function. This can be seen in Figure 4 where the peak of the derivative of the stellar luminosity function is marked by a green tick and the TRGB discontinuity is marked by a cyan tick. IC4662's fit at F 814W = 23.07 ± 0.02 is not so clear in Figure 3 . The CMD is densely populated around the tip. This situation is clarified by plotting a zoomed-in version of the CMD, shown in Figure 5 .
Once we have determined the apparent magnitude of a particular galaxy's TRGB we are then able to calculate a distance modulus. The absolute magnitude of stars at the TRGB is M I ≈ −4.0 with only a weak dependence on age and metallicity in this wavelength range. (blue) and fits to the CMDs of NGC4163 and IC4662 taken from a screenshot of TRGBTOOL's interface. The magenta curve is the model luminosity function convolved with photometric errors and incompleteness, from this the intrinsic luminosity function is computed and plotted in cyan. The green curve represents the first derivative of the histogram of the stellar luminosity function. The cyan tick on the F 814W axis marks the magnitude of the TRGB, and the green tick marks peak of the first derivative of the histogram. For NGC4163 the peak of the derivative and the TRGB are atF 814W = 23.30 and F 814W = 23.33, respectively, and are at F 814W = 23.02 and F 814W = 23.07 for IC4662. Rizzi et al. (2007) present a zero-point calibration that is adjusted for metallicity as well as for the details of HST observations. We use their calibration of the absolute magnitude and correct for foreground extinction using values derived from the dust maps by Schlegel et al. (1998) to produce a distance modulus using the following equation:
where m T RGB is the apparent magnitude of the TRGB in I-band, (V − I) is the color of the TRGB, and A V and A I are the respective foreground extinction terms. Rizzi et al. (2007) present analogous formulae for calculating the distance modulus using HST flight filter magnitudes. Extinction within the target galaxies cannot be estimated with these observations. However, we note that the stars most amenable to TRGB distance measurements are old and low-metallicity, those that are preferentially found in the outer halo where dust obscuration is minimal, so when possible we focus on these regions. The uncertainty of TRGB distances we measure from galaxies with well-sampled CMDs (those with a tip at least 1.5 mag above the limit of the observations) typically hover around a three percent. For comparison the interval between tick marks in the vertical scale of the CMDs corresponds to 10% shifts in distance. Details of our procedures are described by Makarov et al. (2006) and Rizzi et al. (2007) . For galaxies with a TRGB measurement on the CMDs/TRGB webpage there is also a distance modulus. A portion of this webpage is reproduced in Table 1 . 10. TABLE   Table 1 (beginning on the following page) lists the results for galaxies for which we have measured a tip and calculated a distance modulus. The first seven columns list: PGC Number, Common Name, HST observing program number, camera used, and TRGB magnitude in F 814W , followed by its 68% lower and upper limits. This pattern of best mag, lower limit mag, and upper limit mag continues for the rest of the table, with the exception of the reddening column E(B-V ), and are presented in blocks of three. Following the F 814W TRGB magnitude block are the F 606W -F 814W colors, F 555W -F 814W colors, the I-band TRGB magnitudes, and the V -I colors. These are followed by reddening magnitude E(B-V ) column, and a block of distance moduli. 
